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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>Civil Society Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVAWG</td>
<td>Elimination of Violence Against Women and Girls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA</td>
<td>Evaluation Capacity Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEWE</td>
<td>Gender Equality and Women's Empowerment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>Impact Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEAS</td>
<td>Independent Evaluation and Audit Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IES</td>
<td>Independent Evaluation Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-PAL</td>
<td>Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;E</td>
<td>Monitoring and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;R</td>
<td>Monitoring and Reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORAD</td>
<td>Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD-DAC</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development Assistance Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCA</td>
<td>Qualitative Comparative Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>Strategic Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToC</td>
<td>Theory of Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>Thematic Priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDAF</td>
<td>United Nations Development Assistance Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEG</td>
<td>United Nations Evaluation Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNICEF</td>
<td>United Nations Children's Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDCF</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Cooperation Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAWG</td>
<td>Violence Against Women and Girls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Background and objectives

The Independent Evaluation Service (IES) of UN Women’s Independent Evaluation and Audit Services has produced this impact evaluation guidance note with support from NORAD with the purpose of outlining approaches to measuring impact in gender equality and the empowerment of women, both within UN Women and other organizations. The guidance note is specific to UN Women’s context and programming as it uses the integrated mandate as the main guiding framework for its approach to assessing UN Women’s normative, coordination and operational work. The intended audience of this Guide is UN Women staff and Evaluation Consultants. Nevertheless, it may be of interest to the broader community of GEWE advocates, programme managers, and evaluators working on how to evaluate the complex area of GEWE.

Impact evaluations in UN Women should be strategically positioned in the overall Strategic Note/ programme cycle and be seen as one out of several evaluation modalities with the specific purpose of assessing long-term change in the lives of women and girls, boys and men. The decision on undertaking an impact evaluation depends on the specific questions that the evaluation is expected to answer and other factors related to the evaluability of the programme. It is recommended to seek expert advice from UN Women IES prior to planning an impact evaluation.

In the context of the new UN Sustainable Development Cooperation Framework (SDCF) options for joint impact evaluations should be explored to the extent possible.

---

**BOX 1: UN Women’s integrated mandate**

**NORMATIVE**

Strengthening normative frameworks for GEWE by supporting the formulation of global, regional and national gender legislation, policies, norms and standards.

**COORDINATION**

Leading, coordinating and promoting the accountability of the UN system’s work on GEWE, including system-wide gender mainstreaming.

**OPERATIONAL**

Supporting countries to implement commitments through operational activities, i.e. operational programming on the ground.

---

*UN Women Global 2018–21 Strategic Plan*
2. Conceptual background

2.1. Purpose and definition of impact evaluations

The United Nations Evaluation Group (UNEG) 2013 Guidance on Impact Evaluation* clearly outlines the different approaches to impact evaluation and their relative advantages and disadvantages. Most UN agencies, including UN Women, have adopted the latest OECD/ DAC definition of impact: “the extent to which the intervention has generated or is expected to generate significant positive or negative, intended or unintended, higher-level effects.”

UN Women’s Evaluation Policy articulates the dual role that evaluations can play both in terms of providing evidence-based information about an intervention, as well as “a means to enhance gender equality and the empowerment of women through the incorporation of gender and women’s rights dimensions into evaluation approaches, methods, processes and use. Accordingly, not only does evaluation act as an important driver of positive change towards gender equality and the empowerment of women, but the way in which the evaluation process itself is undertaken empowers the stakeholders involved.”

Complementing this more general guidance, the UNEG Handbook on evaluating normative work** also provides a wealth of relevant resources given the significant focus within UN Women on normative and coordination activities. The UNEG Handbook includes hands-on methodological guidance; concise practical examples; tools for conducting evaluations of normative work; and is highly relevant to the impact evaluation framework presented in this report.

2.2. Conceptual frameworks and challenges for measuring gender equality

The definition and analytical framework for gender equality and the empowerment of women has important implications for how it can be measured (or not) in the context of an impact evaluation. A quick literature review reveals many different definitions of women’s empowerment and, consequently, the analytical frameworks for measuring empowerment diverge. This paper focuses on three frameworks for measuring gender equality and the empowerment of women:

- the Women’s Empowerment Framework developed by Sara Longwe;
- the Women’s Empowerment Framework developed by Oxfam; and
- the Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab (J-PAL) empowerment framework.

Box 2 illustrates some degree of overlap between the different gender equality and empowerment of women frameworks. It also demonstrates how the very definition of gender equality and the empowerment of women has implications for potential indicators relating to measurement, data collection, evaluation questions and overall evaluation design.


*As referenced in The UN Women Country Portfolio Evaluation (CPE) Guidance.
** How To Guide to Measuring Women’s Empowerment: Sharing experience from Oxfam’s impact evaluations.
The J-PAL Guide provides a useful overview of some of the challenges in measuring women and girl’s empowerment, summarized in Box 3.

A wide variety of approaches to overcome these challenges exist, including triangulating data; using panel data; and using a formative research design and strategy, etc. The ethical implications of any work must also be considered and carefully designed, particularly when working with vulnerable women and girls, ensuring that impact evaluation design considers unequal power dynamics.

**BOX 3: J-PAL Guide - Challenges in measuring women and girl’s empowerment**

- **Measuring people's ability to make important life choices** is challenging because we rarely observe decision-making directly.

- Empowerment is not just about changes in people’s well-being, but also people’s agency in achieving these changes, and this can be hard to track and measure.

- **Empowerment is a process**, and it takes effort and creativity to measure it well.

- Many aspects of empowerment are susceptible to **reporting bias**, and it can take a good deal of time and effort to design tools that can capture empowerment while mitigating for bias.

- Empowerment means different things, in different contexts. This means that indicators need to be **locally tailored**, which can hamper comparability.

- **Prioritizing outcome measures** is difficult. Empowerment spans across every aspect of a woman’s life, and it can be difficult to choose the most relevant outcomes to measure.

- Measuring women’s preferences is challenging in contexts where women have **internalized society’s views**.

- Disempowerment can heighten **data collection challenges** – when women lack power and voice, it can be difficult to collect data about their aspirations and opinions.
3. Illustrative Impact Evaluation Framework for ending violence against women

3.1. Introduction

The design of any impact evaluation begins with an articulation of the theory of change. A theory of change helps to establish causal pathways and explain how activities are understood to produce a set of inter-related result assumptions and context that contribute to achieving outputs, outcomes and the final intended impact. UN Women has developed theories of change for all 12 of its Thematic Priorities.* The following section introduces the impact evaluation framework and applies it to the ending violence against women thematic area of work for illustrative purposes. The impact evaluation framework is expected to be adapted as appropriate based on the thematic area and programme.

3.2. UN Women theory of change for ending violence against women (EVAW)

As identified in the theory of change developed by UN Women**, the goal for Thematic Priority 8 is “Violence against women and girls is prevented and quality essential services are available and accessible to victims and survivors.” Thematic Priority 8 is supported by three outcomes and ten outputs as summarized in Table 1.

### Table 1: ORIGINAL THEORY OF CHANGE FOR THEMATIC PRIORITY

| GOAL: Violence against women and girls is prevented and quality essential services are available and accessible to victims and survivors |
|---|---|---|
| **OUTCOME 1:** An enabling legislation and policy environment in line with international standards on ending violence against women and girls (EVAWG) and other forms of discrimination is in place and translated into action. | **OUTCOME 2:** Favourable social norms, attitudes and behaviours are promoted at community and individual levels to prevent violence against women and girls. | **OUTCOME 3:** Women and girls who experience violence can use available, accessible and quality essential services so the impacts of violence are addressed, and perpetrators are held accountable. |
| Output 1.1 Women’s voice and agency strengthened to advocate for the development and implementation of laws and policies on EVAWG. | Output 2.1 Prevention strategies and action plans in line with international human rights standards developed and implemented by the UN and national actors in a coordinated manner. | Output 3.1 Capacity of service providers to adapt and integrate global standards and guidelines for essential services into service delivery is enhanced. |
| Output 1.2 Laws and policies are regularly reviewed, reformed and resourced to conform with international human rights standards and evidence. | Output 2.2 Women, girls, men and boys at community and individual levels are mobilized in favour of respectful relationships and gender equality. | Output 3.2 Capacity of service providers to deliver quality, coordinated essential services; to hold perpetrators to account; and the collection and use of data in an ethical manner is strengthened. |
| Output 1.3 Capacity of institutions to implement legislation on EVAWG and other forms of discrimination strengthened. | Output 2.3 Educational curricula and programmes addressing gender equality and violence against women and girls are developed and integrated into formal and non-formal education. | Output 3.3 Availability and accessibility of quality essential services for women and girls who have been subject to violence has improved and, in the case of gender-related killings, support to victims’ families is strengthened. |
| | Output 3.4 Women understand and can exercise their rights to quality essential services. |

---

*UN Women (2017) Theories of Change for UN Women’s Thematic Priorities: Achieving Transformative Results for Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment.

**Ibid
The analysis of the existing theory of change for ending violence against women and girls reveals several limitations: it insufficiently reflects UN Women’s triple integrated mandate and other complexities, including the Entity’s contributions to multiple stakeholders’ results. Therefore, this guide proposes to reconfigure the existing theory of change for Thematic Priority 8 to better capture UN Women’s triple mandate with three pillars of inter-related work. The proposed framework also identifies potential enabling factors, as well as barriers to change, and helps unpack the “how” and “why” a change may or may not have happened.

3.3. The Building Block Framework for evaluating impact

The starting point for the Building Block Framework is to (a) re-align the existing theory of change for ending violence against women and girls (Thematic Priority 8) against the three pillars of UN Women’s work; and (b) identify the enabling factors or building blocks (and by default the barriers) for change.

Figure 2 on following page provides an overview of the Building Block Framework applied to Thematic Priority 8 with a high-level summary of respective impact pathways for UN Women’s normative, coordination and operational work. It is not intended to describe a linear process, but rather summarizes the main categories of impact along the Entity’s integrated mandate.

---

* This analysis was informed by a UNDP Risk Governance Building Block Framework used in the Pacific for enabling transformation of the development agenda in support of resilient development. A review of the risk governance building blocks identified 10 that are enshrined in UN Women’s Strategic Plan. One additional building block – an enabling political framework (e.g. political commitment, political will, champions) was highlighted as a key enabling factor in UN Women’s Strategic Plan.
Figure 2 provides an overview of the Building Block Framework applied to EVAW with a high level summary of impact pathways. Appendix 1 contains the full Building Block Framework for ending violence against women and girls. It shows how the three areas of UN Women’s work are mutually supportive, and together build the enabling environment for change by putting in place individual building blocks. It is important to consider other relevant frameworks and how they align, for example in the case of this framework elaborated in Appendix 1, alignment with the RESPECT framework* has been considered.

The table in Appendix 1 identifies individual change pathways from building blocks through outcomes to impact:

- **Building blocks** – aligned with the relevant integrated mandate category.
- **EVAW activities** – taken from UN Women’s theory of change for EVAW.
- **EVAW outputs** – associated with each activity. This is useful as a visual tool to see how many times different outputs may include activities that cut across a range of building blocks and normative/coordination/operational work.
- **Success criteria/indicators** – for each building block.
- **Outcomes** – institutional and behavioural changes that occur between the completion of outputs and the achievement of goals, usually requiring the collective effort of partners.
- **Evidence of change** – for the building block pathways.
- **Impacts** – positive and negative long-term effects on population produced by a development intervention, directly or indirectly, intended or unintended.

---

**FIGURE 2: Summary of the Building Block Framework for TP 8**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUILDING BLOCKS</th>
<th>ACTIVITIES</th>
<th>OUTPUTS</th>
<th>OUTCOMES</th>
<th>EVIDENCE OF CHANGE</th>
<th>IMPACT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political, legislative, policy, institutional &amp; financial frameworks</td>
<td>Technical assistance to strengthen the political, legal/policy, institutional &amp; financial frameworks</td>
<td>Changes or new products and services resulting from the completion of activities</td>
<td>Medium-term changes resulting from collective activities</td>
<td>Enabling environment supports VAWG prevention &amp; responsiveness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership, advocacy, partnerships, networks, mobilisation &amp; capacity</td>
<td>Leadership, advocacy, brokering partnerships &amp; networks, and mobilising national actors</td>
<td>Laws &amp; policies reformed (1.2); prevention strategies developed (2.1); institutional capacity to implement (1.3); service provider capacity to integrate standards (3.1)</td>
<td>Political commitment; integration into decision making &amp; codes of conduct; institutional arrangements &amp; budget allocations established</td>
<td>Leadership, collaboration &amp; capacities of national actors ensures coordinated prevention &amp; response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobilisation, capacity, planning, design, implementation, data, information, M&amp;E</td>
<td>Mobilising &amp; developing capacity of women’s organisations, communities, girls and boys; training to service providers; development of curricula; awareness raising &amp; outreach on service access</td>
<td>Women’s agency &amp; voice strengthened (1.1)</td>
<td>Increase in awareness, understanding, knowledge, participation demand for services; and change in provision &amp; use of services</td>
<td>Use of knowledge &amp; skills, action to prevent VAWG, changes in use &amp; uptake of services, quality of service provision, &amp; implementation of VAWG interventions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 describes each of the outputs aligned with this figure.

3.4 Applications of the Building Block Evaluation Framework

The reframing of the initial theory of change for ending violence against women into the Building Block Evaluation Framework could potentially be applied as follows:

It facilitates impact evaluation across all three pillars of UN Women’s work. The Framework accommodates inter-relationships between normative, operational and coordination work. For example, the Framework allows an assessment of how strengthening the institutional framework building block (normative work) results in changes in institutional practice and service delivery (operational work).

The Framework helps standardize impact evaluation across thematic priorities, countries and interventions. The Framework allows comparison across countries and application of the building blocks to different thematic priorities and different contexts. For example, using a standardized framework for evaluating impact in ending violence against women in different countries, potentially highlights whether certain enabling factors feature more prominently across countries; whether contextual differences are relevant; or whether implementation failure or theory failure play a role. It also provides a framework for collecting baseline data in different contexts and for enabling evidence synthesis such as meta-analysis that can draw conclusions across individual impact evaluations.

The Framework helps identify UN Women’s contribution to the specific thematic area. The analysis of building blocks and the identification of outputs and outcomes linked to each of the enabling factors helps identify the specific contribution that UN Women has made to the specific thematic area. This is critical for any articulation of UN Women’s impact, as progress might be hindered due to a lack of action across stakeholders, and/or because UN Women initiatives were not effective. This is particularly important in the context of measuring UN Women’s contribution to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The SDGs are a multi-stakeholder framework that can only be achieved via a combination of normative, coordination and operational work across stakeholders. The Building Block Framework provides a broader, system-wide analytical tool that can help to identify which enabling factors are inhibiting progress towards achieving SDG 5. For example, UN Women might provide normative support to develop standards and guidelines to ensure women have access to a range of key services; however, without operational work by other agencies, e.g. community mobilization around ending violence against women, uptake of these services will be limited.

In addition to impact evaluation, the Building Block Framework can improve programme planning, effectiveness and impact through identifying entry points and potential gaps in a particular intervention. It can highlight enabling factors that are not being targeted through current work on ending violence against women and girls.
4. Conducting an impact evaluation

4.1. Preparing for impact evaluation

Impact evaluation requires planning, resourcing, and the establishment of systems at the programme formulation stage. It involves several preparatory steps (outlined in this section) to facilitate the testing of the Framework presented above in a potential impact evaluation at country level. This section is not intended to provide detailed methodological impact evaluation guidance as the UNEG guidance* and other sources can be referred to. The key steps are described below and summarized in Figure 3. Detailed guidance on the evaluation process is available in the UN Women Handbook on Managing Gender Responsive Evaluation.

The eight parameters for prioritizing the interventions to be considered for impact evaluation, as outlined in UN Women’s Evaluation Handbook, can be used here: i) relevance of the subject; ii) risk associated with the intervention; iii) significant investment; iv) demands for accountability from stakeholders; v) potential for replication and scale-up; vi) potential for joint or United Nations Development Assistance Framework (UNDAF) Evaluation; vii) feasibility for implementing evaluation; and vi) knowledge gaps.

Step 1 should also include an evaluation capacity assessment to determine whether an impact evaluation is appropriate given the time required, internal knowledge and expertise and funding. Appendix 2 “Evaluation Capacity Assessment (ECA)” Tool provides detailed guidance on the steps involved. The tool is designed to support the self-assessment of organizational capacity to manage an impact evaluation. Below is a quick overview of the tool.

### QUESTIONS

1. **LENGTH OF PROGRAMME**
   How long is the programme of work funded for?
   - 1 year = Low
   - 2 to 3 years = Medium
   - 4 to 5 years = High

2. **FUNDING FOR M&E ACTIVITIES**
   What % is allocated to evaluation?
   - UN Women evaluation policy recommends 2-3% of programme expenditure for evaluation, and 8-10% for monitoring
   - 1% = Low
   - 10% = High

3. **RESOURCES FOR EXTERNAL CONSULTANT**
   Are resources sufficiently high to fund an external evaluator for baseline, mid-term and a summative Impact Evaluation?
   - No evaluation work can be undertaken = low resources
   - Programme evaluation at end-point only = low resource / high time
   - Yes, but selective about baseline or midterm = low resource / high time
   - Yes, resources and time is adequate = high resources and time

4. **M&R SPECIALIST**
   Does the CO have a M&R specialist for the duration of the programme of work?
   - 0 Full-time equivalent staff = Low
   - 2 Full-time equivalent staff = High
   - Do you have the IE expertise to manage the programme of work at the country office? (If no, the resource axis is low). Does the programme of work require more than one person in a full-time capacity to manage stakeholders and participants? Are the timeframes of the programme of work able to accommodate recruitment and procurement processes to secure country-level expertise?
   - On track, on budget and meeting all project milestones = high / high
   - Not on track, budget is limited = low / low

5. **EVALUABLE PROGRESS**
   (relationships with stakeholders, donors, political sensitivities, budget, execution of programme on track, evaluation plans, monitoring systems)
   - Committed on time, but key deliverables cannot be met due to unforeseen circumstances (preventing field work, stakeholder engagement low, participant recruitment etc.) = high / low
   - On track, on budget and meeting all project milestones = high / high
STEP 2. Evaluation questions and scope

The next step is to establish the key evaluation question(s) that will be answered during the impact assessment. A set of focused, key questions are central to any evaluation, which help to provide focus and structure. Importantly, the choice of design and methods will flow out of these overarching evaluation questions, which might include:

- Did the intervention make a difference?
- What was the intervention’s contribution?
- Could the intervention be replicated?

This step also includes the consideration of ethical issues to ensure the rights of individuals involved in an evaluation are respected. For details please refer to the UNEG Ethical Guidelines for Evaluation in the UN system. When working with women and children in EVAWG evaluation, the WHO (2016) Ethical and safety recommendations for intervention research on violence against women should be consulted.

STEP 3. Revise Theory of Change

Most interventions will only contain some of the activities outlined in the Building Block Framework. Therefore, the theory of change should be revised and validated to reflect the specific activities and context of the programme being evaluated.

At this stage it is important to recall that change often occurs in a non-linear, emergent or iterative manner. The ToC needs to unpack the underlying assumptions accordingly.

STEP 4. Define indicators

This step involves developing indicators in the revised theory of change for programme-specific activities. These indicators should include short, medium and long-term indicators of success that can be used to test impact along a pathway.

Sources for collecting qualitative and quantitative data* on indicators may include official national statistics, programme monitoring data and records, (repeat) baseline surveys etc.

By reviewing the available information, gaps that need to be addressed by collecting new data can be identified. Then tools can be designed to gather the necessary information for measuring the selected indicators.

---

STEP 5. Evaluation design and methods

This step involves identifying the most appropriate evaluation design and methods suitable for tracking impact, see the following section and Table 2 below for more details. As outlined in UNEG guidance, evaluation designs are usually categorized as experimental, quasi-experimental and non-experimental. There are advantages and disadvantages to each evaluation design as explained in the UNEG guidance and other sources (for example, UNICEF’s 2014 methodological brief on quasi-experimental design,* or the BOND guide to impact evaluation**). Selection of methods need to be both appropriate for the context, fit for purpose and ethical (See Figure 4 below and the next section for more details).


---

Figure 4: Methods are commonly categorized in the following groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUANTITATIVE</th>
<th>QUALITATIVE</th>
<th>MIXED</th>
<th>PARTICIPATORY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numerical data and statistical models, closed-end surveys.</td>
<td>In-depth interviews, document reviews, direct observation, group discussions and participatory methods such as mapping and transect walks.</td>
<td>combination of quantitative and qualitative methods.</td>
<td>Beneficiary assessments, participatory rural appraisal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

STEP 6. Using the Impact Evaluation

The impact evaluation findings should be validated in a participatory approach with stakeholders and programme partners. Engaging participants in interpreting evaluation results is an important step towards stakeholders understanding the outcome and impact, and committing to the interventions ongoing successes, working to make improvements, or discontinuing practices that are ultimately found to not work or may even cause harm. *


It is essential to widely disseminate the impact evaluation so that it contributes to the global body of knowledge on what GEWE interventions work and in what context. Knowledge transfer by hosting events is important to enable ongoing capacity development and knowledge sharing. The use of short videos may be used to present information in easily digestible formats that can be disseminated broadly. For all dissemination efforts, it is important to consider the audience and the purpose of sharing the information so that it can be tailored appropriately.
Specific methodological approaches will be relevant to answer different evaluation questions. The overarching recommendation – also aligned with the UNEG guidance – is that a mixture of methods be used to ascertain impact. This is particularly relevant for UN Women’s work, where the interplay between normative, coordination and operational work is key. The use of multiple lines of enquiry and multiple data sources is advised to allow for different parts of the causal chain to be understood.

It is important to recall that the UN Women Evaluation Policy highlights the role of evaluation as a tool to empower the stakeholders involved, in line with feminist or gender-responsive approaches to evaluation. Experimental designs based on random assignments in intervention versus control groups may treat rights holders as objects of research rather than empowered individuals who claim their rights to engage in defining how change in their own lives is defined and measured. Experimental designs do not necessarily represent the rights of those that are meant to benefit from development programming.

The use of quasi-experimental or non-experimental designs and a mixed methods approach allows more space to incorporate the voices of women within the evaluation and to ensure that the process itself is empowering.

Multi-site locations
Multi-site studies can provide a good opportunity for making comparisons between implementation sites. Testing the intervention in diverse settings can address important questions about the initial situation and how it has changed in relation to differing contexts. However, multi-site studies require data collection systems and baselines that allow for a robust comparative analysis.

Frequency of data collection
A baseline study is a critical element in assessing change over time. Baseline data should be collected prior to the start of the programme or during the inception phase. It is important to advocate for resources to dedicate to a robust baseline study. Baseline studies should include information to allow tracing of respondents for mid-term and end-term studies to ensure that data is accurately linked across the chain of outcomes. If a baseline study has not been conducted or is not available, baseline conditions can be constructed retroactively at the risk of a much weaker evaluation design. Mid-term process evaluation may be advantageous to assess project conduct and to make corrections and adjustments prior to a final impact evaluation. Baseline data can be reviewed and monitoring systems refined. However, it is important to consider the time between baseline – mid-term and impact evaluation because if the time is too short it will not allow for demonstrable change to be picked up and it may not be a worthwhile investment.

### Multi-site locations
Multi-site studies can provide a good opportunity for making comparisons between implementation sites. Testing the intervention in diverse settings can address important questions about the initial situation and how it has changed in relation to differing contexts. However, multi-site studies require data collection systems and baselines that allow for a robust comparative analysis.

### Frequency of data collection
A baseline study is a critical element in assessing change over time. Baseline data should be collected prior to the start of the programme or during the inception phase. It is important to advocate for resources to dedicate to a robust baseline study. Baseline studies should include information to allow tracing of respondents for mid-term and end-term studies to ensure that data is accurately linked across the chain of outcomes. If a baseline study has not been conducted or is not available, baseline conditions can be constructed retroactively at the risk of a much weaker evaluation design. Mid-term process evaluation may be advantageous to assess project conduct and to make corrections and adjustments prior to a final impact evaluation. Baseline data can be reviewed and monitoring systems refined. However, it is important to consider the time between baseline – mid-term and impact evaluation because if the time is too short it will not allow for demonstrable change to be picked up and it may not be a worthwhile investment.

### Table 2: Evaluation Design and Methods for UN Women Pillars of Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESIGN</th>
<th>METHODS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Non-experimental, quasi-experimental or experimental)</td>
<td>Mixed methods (qualitative and quantitative) are strongly recommended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qualitative data complements quantitative data and is necessary to understand the narratives of women who are affected by violence and tease out the ‘how’ and ‘why’ change is happening.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A variety of approaches can help reveal causality and provide opportunities for triangulation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CLUSTER OF SAMPLING OPTIONS | WHAT ARE SOME SPECIFIC METHODS? | RISK OF INTRODUCING BIAS
--- | --- | ---
**Probability:** Use random or quasi-random methods to select the sample, and then use statistical generalization to draw inferences about that population | • Simple random  
• Stratified random  
• Multi-stage  
• Sequential | This cluster has specific rules about selection of the sampling frame, the size of the sample and managing variation within the sample

**Purposive:** Study information-rich cases from a given population to make analytical inferences about the population. Units are selected based on one or more predetermined characteristics and the sample size can be as small as one | • Confirming and disconfirming  
• Critical case  
• Maximum variation  
• Outlier  
• Snowball  
• Theory-based  
• Typical case | This cluster encourages transparency in case selection, triangulation, and seeking out of disconfirming evidence

**Convenience:** These sampling options use individuals who are available or cases as they occur | • Readily available  
• Volunteers | This type has the lowest credibility but requires less time, money and effort

---

Table 3: UNICEF Methodological Brief - Three Main Sampling Techniques

**Sampling**
For any impact evaluation it is important to remember strengths and weaknesses of potential sampling strategies used. Table 3 summarizes three main sampling techniques.

**Unforeseen or emergent impacts**
Emergent outcomes (planned or unplanned) are an important consideration to be mindful of when planning for and during an impact evaluation. Methods that enable responsive adaptation are preferable to enable evaluators to track and trace new emerging pathways, or tangents, that may not have been considered previously. Emergent outcomes need to be considered against the programme ToC or logic model, as they provide new insights into knowledge gaps, reinforcing and positive impacts of the theory, or negative impacts that need to be addressed.

**Evaluation methods**
The UNEG Guidance Notes on Impact Evaluation and on Evaluating Normative Work describe several evaluation methods, of which three approaches to measuring complex causal chains are described in Boxes 4–7 below.

---

Box 4: Value for money analysis
Increasingly, questions concerning the cost and return of funding social investment are being asked. Funders would like to know is the cost justifiable for the level of impact?
A value for money analysis can be conducted prior to a programme being delivered or after it has been executed to assess likely or actual impact against cost. Expert guidance is recommended for the design and conduct of value for money analysis.

---

Box 5: Outcome Harvesting

“Unlike some evaluation methods, Outcome Harvesting does not measure progress towards predetermined outcomes or objectives, but rather collects evidence of what has been achieved, and works backward to determine whether and how the project or intervention contributed to the change.”

Outcome Harvesting works best when the focus is on outcomes, rather than activities, particularly in complex programming environments where a range of activities could be intersecting to create a specific outcome.

For example, in the case of ending violence against women and girls, the outcome would be an observed change in violence against women and girls. Outcome Harvesting would then be used to reverse the logic of a traditional impact evaluation, and instead of evaluating the changes brought about by a specific activity, it would look at observed changes in the lives of women and girls and trace these back, using the Building Block Framework presented in this document, to activities and therefore enabling factors or building blocks that have contributed, indirectly or directly, partially or entirely, to the outcome in question. Importantly, Outcome Harvesting seeks to establish the causal pathway to understand what was achieved and how it was achieved. When aligned with the Impact Evaluation Framework for ending violence against women, this process can highlight where certain building blocks have been instrumental in creating change, and also to evaluate the extent to which specific factors may have contributed to the outcome.


Box 6: Process Tracing

Process Tracing adopts a case-based approach and uses causal inference to establish linkages in a theory of change. It has been used within political science, comparative politics, organizational studies and international relations. Process Tracing begins with the evaluator identifying the intended outcomes of a programme of work, and the activities intended to support the achievement of the outcome.

Process Tracing is designed to understand a range of explanations, or pathways, by which a change came about.

Process Tracing is one of the key approaches of Oxfam’s Women’s Empowerment Measurement Framework. It is used to assess interventions which often work to achieve specific intermediary and final outcomes where there are too few units of assignment to permit tests of statistical significance between intervention and comparison groups. These might, for example, include increased ability to participate meaningfully in governance processes; changes in the practices of target state institutions; or policy change.

Oxfam’s guidance document highlights the following key steps:

a. Construct a theory of change for the intervention to determine what it is trying to change (outcomes); how it is working to effect these changes (activities); and what assumptions it is making about how it will contribute.

b. Identify up to three intermediate or final outcomes considered to be the most critical.

c. Systematically assess the activities undertaken to achieve the outcomes.

d. Identify from the evidence, the extent to which the selected outcomes have actually materialized.

e. Identify plausible causal explanations for the evidenced outcomes.

f. Gather data to assess the degree to which each of the explanations identified in the previous step are (or are not) supported by the available evidence.

Box 7: Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA)

“Developed in the 1970s, QCA enables the analysis of multiple cases in complex situations, using a case-based approach. It uses both quantitative and qualitative analysis, and is based on two assumptions: i) that change can be the result of different combinations of factors (rather than a more linear model where change is linked to one individual factor); and ii) that different combinations of factors can produce similar changes.

QCA includes the following steps:

- Develop a Theory of Change.
- Identify a set of cases to be analysed – ideally some where the outcome was realized and others where it was not.
- Develop a set of factors/conditions whose presence or absence may contribute to the outcome in question.
- Score each of the factors depending on whether or not it has been achieved.
- Analyse the dataset of scored factors to look for patterns (computer software packages have been developed that allow for more rigorous evaluation of patterns in the data).
- Interpret the findings to determine the factors that are most frequently present when the outcome is achieved.
4.3 Determining programme success across the Building Blocks

Success criteria can be provided for each building block at all levels of change (e.g. output, outcome, impact). Criteria can be shaped by participants and stakeholders. It can be used to identify progress, from a basic to advanced level.

The Building Block Progress Tool (see below) has been developed to highlight where there may be blockages in the system that may be impeding – or accelerating – progress on specific activities. It provides a practical qualitative tool to assess the degree to which UN Women’s activities across the triple mandate are contributing to long-term change in the lives of women and girls, boys and men. The tool should be customized for each project in a participatory approach through adapting success criteria / indicators for each building block indicating early pre-progress, early progress, intermediate progress or advanced progress as illustrated below. Each progress stage is scored and the sum of scores across all work areas (normative, cooperation, operational) provides the overall assessment of the programme.

Box 8: Impact Evaluation of Lebanon Women’s Access to Justice, Oxfam GB*

IE of activities implemented by the Lebanese Council to Resist Violence Against Women (LECORVAW), as part of a multi-country project Women’s Access to Justice Programme: Phase 2. The project used a mix of normative, coordination and operational activities. It aimed to improve access to justice.

Column 1 lists the Building Blocks. Column 2 provides a short summary statement of corresponding activities and briefly describes the methods used to collect data. And column 3 presents key findings of the combined activities. The example demonstrates the use of mixed methods to enable an evaluation team to probe and understand the interconnectedness of activities, across the building blocks that influence outcomes.


Figure 5: Success criteria – progress scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTIVITIES (Methods)</th>
<th>FINDINGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NORMATIVE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advocacy with policy makers</td>
<td>• Women in the intervention scored more highly on women’s empowerment indicators with three key factors identified as key building blocks: i) awareness raising; ii) self-confidence; and iii) confidence in the Lebanese Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination of women’s rights organizations, legal and policy stakeholders</td>
<td>• The project had a positive and significant effect in increasing trust in reporting problems to the police and organizations supporting women, and towards seeking legal advice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer-to-peer support groups; training paralegals; community awareness raising</td>
<td>• For the women who did take legal action, they found no difference in satisfaction with the result of the legal outcome/verdict, or on women’s perception of fairness of the courts. The project had a positive and significant effect in increasing trust in reporting problems to the police and organizations supporting women, and towards seeking legal advice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COORDINATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPERATIONAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEVEL 0</strong> PRE-PROGRESS</td>
<td>Ad hoc, short-term, standalone change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEVEL 1</strong> EARLY PROGRESS</td>
<td>Opportunistic and piecemeal changes to individual enabling building blocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEVEL 2</strong> INTERMEDIATE PROGRESS</td>
<td>Root causes are systematically identified and addressed by systematically building the enabling environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEVEL 3</strong> ADVANCED PROGRESS</td>
<td>Deep seated institutionalised change across the enabling environment (all building blocks) supporting a transformation in collective and individual behaviours and changes in underlying social norms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UN Women has a triple mandate with three pillars of interrelated work: Normative, coordination and operational.

Activities are informed by the TP8 ToC, and other frameworks including the RESPECT Framework for prevention and the Essential Services Framework for response.

Changes in skills or abilities, or new products and services that result from the completion of activities.

Institutional and behavioral changes that occur between the completion of outputs and the achievement of goals, usually requiring the collective effort of partners.

Indicators are measurable information used to determine if a programme, practice, or policy is implemented as expected and achieving desired outcomes.

Notes on indicators and data sources

Organisational capacity assessment: Recommendations for Levels 1, 2 or 3
Note: methods listed are suggested and not exhaustive. Recommend the use of mixed methods that is deemed appropriate according to the context of the work.

**NORMATIVE WORK**

**1. POLITICAL FRAMEWORK**

Introduce, review and/or reform a comprehensive national plan for EVAWG

National plan is inclusive of all forms of VAWG, with strategies for prevention and response, and conforms with international standards and evidence and implemented by UN and national actors in a coordinated manner

Political will and commitment across society to end harmful gender norms by taking action for the primary prevention of VAWG, multi-sector coordination, and the provision of essential services.

(i) Proportion of ever-partnered women and girls aged 15+ subjected to physical and or sexual violence by a current or former partner, in the last 12 months (SDG indicator 5.2.1)

(ii) Proportion of women and girls aged 15 years and older subjected to sexual violence by persons other than an intimate partner in the previous 12 months (SDG indicator 5.2.2)

(iii) Does the country have a national plan embedding a framework to understand the causes and factors of VAWG?

(iv) # of high-level commitments to Gender Equality, violence prevention and essential service provision

Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) Guidance of the RESPECT Framework provides strategy impacts, indicators and guidance notes.

**APPENDIX 1 : SAMPLE IMPACT EVALUATION FRAMEWORK FOR EACH BUILDING BLOCK (1/3)**
### 5. Leadership and Advocacy

**Activities**: Women and girls leading and participating in community sporting events, with gender equality perspective.

**Outputs**: Local, national and international organisations are led by women and girls as agents of change.

**Outcome Statement**: Responsibility for leadership, advocacy and ownership of strategies for the EVAWG is increasing nationally beyond the ministries or departments for women.

**Evidence of Change**

- (i) # of advocacy initiatives led by women
- (ii) # women and girls in leadership roles who feel empowered
- (iii) # Women's organizations leading the PVAWG and response sectors
- (iv) # Women appointed to senior leadership across government to implement and oversee who feel empowered

**Guidance Notes**

Indicators and outcomes align to SDG Target 5.5, which is to ensure women’s full and effective participation and equal opportunities for leadership at levels of decision-making in political, economic and public life.

The impact of leadership development and advocacy interventions maybe difficult to capture holistically. A contextualized analysis of the extent to which leaders feel empowered and what women leaders do once they gain office.

**Level 1**

Process evaluation to assess implementation progress against the intended programme goals

**Level 2 and 3**

Experiment/quasi-experimental not recommended.

Mixed method quantitative and qualitative measures can assess immediate outputs and outcomes.

**Data sources** may include statistics received from parliaments, administrative data based on electoral records or public administrative data available from ministries. CSO survey, disaggregated sector, setting, region or province

---

#### APPENDIX 1: SAMPLE IMPACT EVALUATION FRAMEWORK FOR EACH BUILDING BLOCK (2/3)

- **Building Blocks**: [Diagram]
- **Activities**: [Diagram]
- **Outputs**: [Diagram]
- **Outcome Statement**: [Diagram]
- **Evidence of Change**: [Diagram]
- **Guidance Notes**: [Diagram]
### 5. Leadership and Advocacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Blocks</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Outcome Statement</th>
<th>Evidence of Change</th>
<th>Guidance Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implement primary prevention social marketing for behaviour change campaigns and programming directed at whole of population or at-risk priority populations using different platforms</td>
<td>Service providers deliver quality, coordinated essential services to victim survivors and families, justice systems hold perpetrators accountable. The prevention and response sectors’ capacity integrates global standards and guidelines for essential service delivery. The prevention and response sectors collect monitor, collect and use client and perpetrator data, all in an ethical manner. Women, girls and other stakeholders understand and exercise their human rights to access quality services so the impacts of violence are addressed, and perpetrators are held accountable. Social norms from the individual, relational, community and societal levels support non-violence and gender equitable relationships and uphold women’s empowerment as a norm and do not accept violence against children or other marginalised groups. Victim survivors of violence are aware of and confident to use sexual and reproductive health services. Essential service personnel do not accept attitudes that condone or justify violence, hold perpetrators to account, follow instituted practices uniformly across institutions in all geographical locations and in relation to all social groups. Women and girls move autonomously and safely within and beyond their communities.</td>
<td>Social norms from the individual, relational, community and societal levels support non-violence and gender equitable relationships and uphold women’s empowerment as a norm and do not accept violence against children or other marginalised groups. Victim survivors of violence are aware of and confident to use sexual and reproductive health services. Essential service personnel do not accept attitudes that condone or justify violence, hold perpetrators to account, follow instituted practices uniformly across institutions in all geographical locations and in relation to all social groups. Women and girls move autonomously and safely within and beyond their communities.</td>
<td>(i) # of programmes funded and implemented in primary and response sectors (ii) # of acceptable, quality services (iii) # of service providers with capacity to provide coordinated, quality services (iv) # of women and girls who make their own informed decisions regarding sexual relations, contraceptive use and reproductive health care (v) Proportion of ever-partnered women and girls aged 15+ subjected to physical and or sexual violence by a current or former partner, in the last 12 months (vi) rates of types of violence and % of prosecuted cases that result in conviction (vii) # of girls and boys aged 1-17 years who experience physical punishment and/or psychological aggression by caregivers (viii) % change in reported incidents resulting in assault, injury or death (ix) % change in women reporting feeling safe in public and reduced incidents of sexual harassment or gender-based discrimination</td>
<td>Links to SDG Target 1.4; 5.5 S1-4 Services Ensured; S1.1. Number of service providers demonstrating improved response to VAW survivors. E1-3 Environments are made safe. C1-6 Child and adolescent abuse prevented. Link Indicators (ii) and (iii) See 3. Institutional frameworks. Indicators (iv - ix) See the RESPECT Framework T1-2 Transformed attitudes, beliefs and norms. Link Indicator (vi) See the Violence Against Women and Girls: A Compendium of Monitoring and Evaluation Indicators, sub-indicators for improved institutional response. See also the Essential Services Framework: Common characteristics of quality essential services. Effective communication and participation by stakeholders in design, implementation and assessment of services.</td>
<td>Level 1 to 3 capacity: Mixed methods (qualitative and quantitative) are strongly recommended. Level 2 and 3 Population-based survey including attitudinal and personal safety training participant survey (pre/post) Service level surveys</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The graph below shows four quadrants. Each quadrant has a high/low scale on the vertical and horizontal axes. The vertical axis is RESOURCES. The horizontal axis is TIME. Answer each question and rate your response against both axes. Considering both the resources and time, and place an X anywhere in the quadrant you think most accurately reflects your position.

**Example:** A five-year project, covering a population of over 50 million women, has allocated funding for one M&R specialist. This project would receive a low/high rating against resources and time in Quadrant 3.

You will place an X for each question on the graph giving you a cluster of X. Looking at the distribution across the quadrants, make a judgment about your level of evaluation capacity.

- **Level 1- Quadrant 1:** low across resources and time
- **Level 2 - Quadrant 2 and 3:** varying levels of resources and time
- **Level 3 - Quadrant 4:** consistently adequate resources & time

### Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>LENGTH OF PROGRAMME</th>
<th>How long is the programme of work funded for?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 year = Low</td>
<td>2 to 3 years= Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 to 5 years= High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2</th>
<th>FUNDING FOR M&amp;E ACTIVITIES</th>
<th>Funding available for monitoring and evaluation activities (i.e. data collection and monitoring systems) for the programme duration?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN Women evaluation policy recommends 2-3% of programme expenditure for evaluation, and 8-10% for monitoring)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3</th>
<th>RESOURCES FOR EXTERNAL CONSULTANT</th>
<th>Resourcing external consultants for baseline, mid-term and a summative Impact Evaluation? Are resources sufficiently high to fund an external evaluator to do an in-depth analysis using appropriate methods to generate rigorous evidence of impact of the programme?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Has there been previous evaluation or research work undertaken?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No evaluation work can be undertaken = low resources and time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Programme evaluation at end-point only = high resource / low time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4</th>
<th>M&amp;R SPECIALIST</th>
<th>Does the CO have a M&amp;R specialist for the duration of the programme of work?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 Full-time equivalent staff = Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Full-time equivalent staff = High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5</th>
<th>EVALUABLE PROGRESS</th>
<th>(relationships with stakeholders, donors, political sensitivities, budget, execution of programme on track, evaluation plans, monitoring systems)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not on track, budget is limited = low / low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Commenced (on time), but key deliverables cannot be met due to unforeseen circumstances (preventing field work, stakeholder engagement low, participant recruitment etc.) = high / low

On track, on budget and meeting all project milestones = high / high
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESULT</th>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION OF LEVEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Q1     | 1     | - Programme of work is short-term  
|        |       | - Funding for evaluation is insufficient  
|        |       | - Specialist evaluation oversight is low  
|        |       | - Capacity to recruit external evaluator is low  
|        |       | - Programme progress is low  
|        |       | Programme of work is not suitable for Impact Evaluation however; some evidence of change may be found.  
|        |       | Evaluation activity may only generate evidence of proximal change, that is immediate and/or incremental outcomes that may eventually lead to desired long-term outcome but cannot be concluded with this level of time and resource. |
| Q2 or Q3 | 2 | - Programme of work is short to medium term  
|         |       | - Funding may not be sufficient to establish evidence of impact  
|         |       | - CO evaluation capacity is low, impeding execution of evaluation plans  
|         |       | - Capacity to recruit external evaluator  
|         |       | - Programme of work is on schedule  
|         |       | Programme of work may be suitable for Impact Evaluation if enough evidence can be generated to show the project’s impact is consistent with the planned impact.  
|         |       | Over time, evaluation activity can report progress on prioritized programmes of work or with a well-designed and executed end-point evaluation. A multiplicity of performance indicators may be used. The evaluation activity may be participatory, is likely to be mixed-method, and non-experimental in design.  
|         |       | Results have some external validation by third-party perspectives, such as key stakeholders or programme partners, or external evaluator. |
| Q4     | 3     | - Program of work is medium to long-term, and more likely to show impact over time  
|        |       | - Funding is sufficient for evaluation and monitoring across the program of work  
|        |       | - CO evaluation capacity is sufficient  
|        |       | - External evaluator can be procured  
|        |       | - Programme of work is on schedule  
|        |       | The programme’s timeframes and resources are sufficient to fund evaluation research that demonstrates how the programme of work has produced long-term, desirable change.  
|        |       | Monitoring systems are well-developed and are implemented to monitor progress on a continual basis over a medium to long-term timeframe. Multiple data collections provide comprehensive coverage with clear, measurable, and meaningful indicators. High levels of participatory engagement with the programme of work and evaluation to validate the findings. |
# APPENDIX 3: MEASURING PROGRESS USING THE BUILDING BLOCK FRAMEWORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUILDING BLOCKS</th>
<th>OUTPUTS of the program of work you are evaluating</th>
<th>OUTPUT SUCCESS CRITERIA</th>
<th>SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political framework</td>
<td>Ad hoc, short-term, standalone change.</td>
<td>Influential champion(s) identified to advocate, lead and coordinate for change</td>
<td>Committed, effective &amp; accountable leadership at all levels including commitment to resourcing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislative &amp; policy framework</td>
<td>No framework thematic priority or ToC</td>
<td>Legislation &amp; policies reviewed and reformed to align with international standards</td>
<td>Comprehensive GEWE laws, policies, strategies &amp; plans in place, endorsed and harmonised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional framework (including norms &amp; standards)</td>
<td>Institutions and services lack capacity to implement and integrate legislation &amp; standards</td>
<td>Institutional frameworks systematically integrate best practice (e.g., codes of conduct, roles &amp; responsibilities)</td>
<td>Capacity development programmes (e.g. employee training) ensure GEWE informed practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial framework</td>
<td>Legislation, essential services &amp; initiatives not implemented due to insufficient resourcing</td>
<td>Finance &amp; development ministries involved in review of funding allocations for the thematic priority field</td>
<td>Sustained funding sources in place, implemented, monitored and tracked (e.g. oversight mechanisms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership &amp; advocacy</td>
<td>Ad hoc and intervention-specific leadership</td>
<td>UN Women lead and coordinate UN work and advocate for national and local leadership in companion and correspondent fields</td>
<td>UN Women systematically supports national/local leadership, ownership, championing &amp; advocacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partnerships &amp; networks</td>
<td>No partnerships, networks or collaboration and stakeholders operate in silos</td>
<td>Opportunistic partners leveraged between government and key stakeholders (e.g., human rights)</td>
<td>Coordination/partnerships institutionalised for multi-sector/stakeholder implementation of plans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on an approach developed for the “Pacific Resilience Standards: A Guide for Pacific Resilience Practitioners: PIFS/World Bank” (Selby, 2020) – awaiting publication.*
## APPENDIX 3: MEASURING PROGRESS USING THE BUILDING BLOCK FRAMEWORK

### BUILDING BLOCKS

#### OUTPUTS

of the program of work you are evaluating

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>Pre-progress</th>
<th>Ad hoc, short-term, standalone change.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Early progress</td>
<td>Opportunistic and piecemeal changes to individual enabling building blocks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Intermediate Progress</td>
<td>Root causes and enabling factors are identified and addressed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Advanced progress</td>
<td>Deep seated institutionalised change across the (all building blocks) supporting a transformation in collective and individual behaviors and changes in underlying social norms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OUTPUT SUCCESS CRITERIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL OF ASSESSMENT</th>
<th>PRE-PROGRESS</th>
<th>EARLY</th>
<th>INTERMEDIATE</th>
<th>ADVANCED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One building block</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One work area*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>9-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All three work areas /building blocks</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1-12</td>
<td>13-24</td>
<td>25-36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Key: Scoring progress using success criteria >

*e.g. normative, cooperation, operational

---

**Mobilisation & capacity of national actors**

Key stakeholders are not engaged

- Opportunistic mobilisation & outreach to key stakeholders (e.g., women’s health)
- Systematic mobilisation/engagement and development of capacity development strategies & plans
- Capacity development institutionalized

**Mobilisation & capacity of subnational actors**

Awareness raising and outreach is ad hoc or one-off

- Piecemeal mobilisation and capacity development but women and girls increasingly aware of rights
- GEWE systematically mainstreamed into all curricula, employee training & outreach activities
- Increased awareness, knowledge, understanding & commitment to gender, human rights and service availability

**Planning & design**

Thematic priority is targeted in small-scale, fragmented, standalone activities

- Thematic priority is incorporated into development planning processes & tools
- Thematic priority is systematically integrated into intervention design with involvement of women & girls
- Institutionalization of joint planning of multi-sectoral/stakeholder programmes mainstreaming GEWE

**Implementation**

Relevant legislation, programmes & services not implemented due to a lack of human/financial capacity

- Capacity of services to deliver quality services is piecemeal but increasingly coordinated
- Support services systematically provided in all geographic areas & EVAWG programmes implemented
- Women/girls understand rights, have access to a range of services and these are widely used in all areas

**Data collection, M & E**

There is no critical mass of data, reporting or lesson sharing

- Collection and management of data to build knowledge
- Decision making is more systematically informed by VAWG data, which is stored centrally & accessible
- Policies & programmes are informed by quality evaluation providing knowledge and evidence of intervention effectiveness according to context
### APPENDIX 4: METHODS FOR IMPACT EVALUATION AND ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approaches, ToR and methods for impact evaluation, European Regional Development Fund</td>
<td><a href="https://www.interact-eu.net/download/file/fid/4996">https://www.interact-eu.net/download/file/fid/4996</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* World Bank eLibrary subscriber-only content  
** Accessible with an Oxford Academic account
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